In case some of you brothers and sisters ain’t hip to tricknology is the game the honky been running on us for four hundred years. The honky used tricknology on our great grandfathers by telling them that if they humped good in the cotton fields they’d walk gold paved streets and wear snow white robes. He used tricknology on our grandfathers by telling them that all men are created equal (but nigger don’t you try and act equal) He used tricknology on our fathers by telling them to intergrate because anything all black has to be all bad and he’s running tricknology down our throats with his televisions, radios and newspapers.

This week Walter Pig Reuther tricknologist supreme along with the International Executive Board issued out some more jive “game” in the form of a personal letter to some 350,000 union members. Reuther’s letter, aimed at DRUM, ELRUM and other members of the LEAGUE of REVOLUTIONARY BLACK WORKERS is typical of the stale white liberal bullshit honkies have constantly run on any Black organism which attempts to strike back at the racist conditions which exist in this country. Reuther states that the UAW from its very beginning fought for equal and equal opportunities for all people regardless of race creed or color. Don’t be fooled brothers and sisters, we got into the UAW on the humble. When honkies walked off their jobs in the late 30’s the auto companies brought in Black strikebreakers to carry on the work. The UAW had to let us in or face defeat and white union members resent this fact to the present. Reuther also uses ELRUM of knifing, physical assaults, and arson. Yet it seems strange that no arrests have been made in connection with these felonious crimes. Reuther also claims that the Jan 27 strike was unsuccessful yet Ward Automotive Reports state that in addition to Eldon being shut down Dodge Main (Hamtramck) lost four hours production for lack of parts supplied by Eldon. Reuther’s biggest lie, however, was his statement concerning the leadership of local 961. This
pig said, "In the Eldon Ave plant Black workers are solidly in the leadership of the U.A.W. local! Why, even if Ed Rickard, Joseph Skala, Gordon Francis, and those other pigs who run 961 were to go to Florida and cop Heavy suntans they'd still be the same white prejudiced dogs they are now. In closing, Reuther states that the UAW will not protect ELRUM and groups similar to us. Don't be fooled Black men the UAW protects WHITES ONLY ask any of the 25 workers who were fired at random. Ask the Brother who had for 11 months a near perfect attendance record and was fired for falsification of Medical records ask any Black man who has had a legitimate grievance jammed up in the first step for years, THE UAW IS A WHITE RACIST ORGANIZATION CONTROLLED BY RACISTS AND FINANCED BY BLACK WAGES, THE ONLY WAY TO STOP THESE RACISTS IS THROUGH BLACK UNITY.

JOIN ELRUM

FREAKOUT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Mac McCrakin general foreman dept. 25 has gone for his freak thing! After laying for 11 months this white racist pig finally got his chance to get rid of a REVOLUTIONARY DOWN brother in his department. McCrakin is known throughout the plant for his insane racist attitude and his constant harassment and intimidation of black brothers and sisters. This particular brother however, took no shit from McCrakin and as a matter of fact he had six grievances filed against this pig. Two of the six grievances came up in Labor Relations and instead of processing the grievances the Labor Relations punks called McCrakin to the office and allowed him to search through this brother's records in order to find something to bust him on! McCrakin found what he was looking for and these pigs busted the brother for falsification of medical records! This brother had a near perfect attendance record, worked several weekends and those pigs busted him after 11 months on a stone humble! Rick the prick Rickard has refused to do anything for the brother despite the fact that Chrysler fired him through the employment office and denied him union representation at the discharge proceedings!!! The time is now Black Brothers Freaks like McCrakin and Rickard must be stopped!!!

ACT NOW BEFORE YOU BECOME THE NEXT BLACK MAN TO PROVIDE JOLLIES FOR THESE FREAKS

JOIN ELRUM!!!
ATTENTION

THE ELECTION COMMITTEE ELECTION WILL BE HELD THIS SUNDAY MARCH 16, AT THE UNION HALL. THE ELECTION WILL BE HELD PROMPTLY AT 2 p.m. IN VIEW OF IMMENSE POWER THE ELECTION COMMITTEE HAS WE URGE ALL BLACK BROTHERS AND SISTERS TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS ELECTION. SOME OF THE POWERS OF THE ELECTION COMMITTEE ARE:

1. The election committee has complete charge of the election of ALL EXECUTIVE OFFICERS this includes the President, Vice President, Recording Secretary Trustees, Treasurer, Sergeant, at Arms and Guides.

2. The election committee decides all the details regarding the conduct of the election A. Preparation of ballots. B. Procedure for voting.

3. The election committee determines the order of the names of the candidates as they appear on the ballot.

4. The election committee can hire a certified public accountant or private agency to conduct the balloting.

5. The election committee can choose between using voting machines and paper ballots.

6. The election committee can determine the number of challengers that may observe the election proceedings.

7. In the case of challenge ballots the election committee has the power to determine which are properly marked.

8. The election committee can grant or deny a recount of ballots.

9. THE ELECTION COMMITTEE CAN PUT US IN A BOLD TRICK BAG IF THE STRINGS BEAT OUR ASSES AT IT WILL BE STRICTLY LEGAL!!!

10. DON'T LET HONKIES CONTROL THIS YEAR'S COMMITTEE!!!
DO YOU BELIEVE???????????

1. That unemployment rates are higher for Black high school graduates than for white dropouts?

2. That the weekly earnings for full time jobs are lower for Black high school graduates than white dropouts?

3. That only 50% of all Black workers have full time year round jobs as compared with 70% of all white males?

4. That the Black worker makes 1500.00 less than the white worker per year?

5. That the UAW could care less about what happens to you?

6. That Black People catch HELL in this country? WE DO!!!!!!

JOIN ELRUM

WE WILL WIN

DIE NIGGAS! ! !

by David Nelson

Die Niggas!
Die Niggas!!
Die Niggas!!!
Die Niggas!!!!
Die Niggas!!!!!!
Die Niggas!!!!!!!!
Die Niggas!!!!!!!!!!
Die Niggas!!!!!!!!!!!

-BLACK FOLKS

So Can Take Over

JOIN ELRUM!

SUPPORT ELRUM!!

HELP STRENGTHEN THE ELDON AVE.
REVOLUTIONARY UNION MOVEMENT!!

NAME______________________________

ADDRESS____________________________

PHONE______________________________

Call Tyler 8-6346 for further information.

JOIN ELRUM NOW!!!!!